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Structural investigation of aluminium doped ZnO nanoparticles

by solid-state NMR spectroscopyw
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The electrical conductivity of aluminium doped zinc oxide (AZO, ZnO:Al) materials depends on

doping induced defects and grain structure. This study aims at relating macroscopic electrical

conductivity of AZO nanoparticles with their atomic structure, which is non-trivial because the

derived materials are heavily disordered and heterogeneous in nature. For this purpose we

synthesized AZO nanoparticles with different doping levels and narrow size distribution by a

microwave assisted polyol method followed by drying and a reductive treatment with forming

gas. From these particles electrically conductive, optically transparent films were obtained by

spin-coating. Characterization involved energy-dispersive X-ray analysis, wet chemical analysis,

X-ray diffraction, electron microscopy and dynamic light scattering, which provided a basis for a

detailed structural solid-state NMR study. A multinuclear (27Al, 13C, 1H) spectroscopic

investigation required a number of 1D MAS NMR and 2D MAS NMR techniques

(T1-measurements, 27Al-MQMAS, 27Al–1H 2D-PRESTO-III heteronuclear correlation

spectroscopy), which were corroborated by quantum chemical calculations with an embedded

cluster method (EEIM) at the DFT level. From the combined data we conclude that only a small

part of the provided Al is incorporated into the ZnO structure by substitution of Zn. The related
27Al NMR signal undergoes a Knight shift when the material is subjected to a reductive treatment

with forming gas. At higher (formal) doping levels Al forms insulating (Al, H and C containing)

side-phases, which cover the surface of the ZnO:Al particles and increase the sheet resistivity of

spin-coated material. Moreover, calculated 27Al quadrupole coupling constants serve as a

spectroscopic fingerprint by which previously suggested point-defects can be identified and in their

great majority be ruled out.

Introduction

Since the first investigations about 30 years ago1,2 aluminium

doped zinc oxide (AZO, ZnO:Al) has gained considerable and

continuous interest as a transparent conducting oxide (TCO)

for application in various optoelectronic devices,3 primarily as

transparent electrodes in thin-film solar cells and flat-panel

displays.4 Compared to the other two TCO materials that are

frequently used nowadays, namely tin-doped indium oxide

(ITO, In2O3:Sn) and fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO, SnO2:F),

AZO possesses the advantage of being cheaper and non-toxic.

The prices of the material have gained even more importance

in recent years with a continuously high demand and increased

cost of indium on the one hand5 and the possibility of energy-

efficient fabrication routes of thin films via printing techniques

of nanoscaled precursors on the other hand.6

The importance of zinc oxide (ZnO) doped with group III

elements, especially Al,5–7 has triggered a huge number of

studies on nanoparticles and films with a focus on optical and

electrical properties. Liquid phase preparation of transparent

conductive AZO nanocrystals is dominated by sol–gel

techniques.8–12 A number of studies have examined the

influence of solvent, temperature,13 crystallinity,14 doping

concentration13,15–18 and heating profile18 on film properties,

which slightly differ with respect to the resistivity and optical

transparency. Despite the complexity of the material there is a

consensus that an optimum doping level exists, which however

is difficult to compare because the authors often only refer to

the Al to Zn ratio in the start mixture. The resistivity values of
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the order of 10�4 Ocm obtained for thin films for materials via

the sol–gel method after tempering18 and via a magnetron-

sputtering method2,19 show minima close to 1% and 3% in the

Al to Zn ratio, respectively. These values indicate that compe-

titive materials can also be found via the sol–gel method.

Here we want to focus less on the preparation but rather on

the structural analysis of the materials prepared using sol–gel

methods, which yield complex materials at the different stages

of synthesis. Our analysis aims at a deeper understanding of

doping induced defects and the mechanisms that will influence

electrical conductivity. In this respect early findings2 are impor-

tant, which showed that AZO films behave as degenerate n-type

semiconductors where the dopant Al acts as an efficient electron

donor. Furthermore it was found that resistivity2 is limited by

grain-boundary scattering and ionized impurity scattering,

which is in line with finding a minimum of the resistivity as

being a function of Al dopant concentration.

With respect to the Al doping-induced disorder and the Al

defects, several competing, if not incompatible, structural models

have been proposed. As far as we know, only point defects have

been considered so far, although a much wider variety of defects,

like edge and screw dislocations or planar and volume defects,

seem to be possible.20,21 Table 1 gives an overview of the

suggested defects. Most works considered aluminium substituting

for zinc (AlZn
�) to be a likely defect. Two further possibilities of

Al incorporation into the ZnO lattice being discussed16,22,23 are an

‘‘octahedrally-coordinated’’ interstitial site VIXi, which we will

denote as Ali,Oh, and a ‘‘tetrahedrally-coordinated’’ interstitial site
IVXi, here denoted as Ali,Td. Next to supposedly neutral defects,24

where three Zn2+ neighboring cations are replaced by two Al3+

cations and one Zn-vacancy (alias [Al2VZn]), also hydrogen

bearing defects, namely OHO
�,15 were suggested, resulting from

exposure of the samples to hydrogen. The list is completed by

[Al2
3+Oi

2�] (O2� interstitial complexed by two Al3+),25,26 which

was surmised mainly from conclusion by analogy of the ZnO:Ga

and the ZnO:Al system. Other defects (Zni
��, V 00O, . . .) have been

discussed as well, but their relevance seems rather unlikely in the

case of the chemically ‘‘soft’’ sol–gel based syntheses. Moreover

side-phase formation has been discussed. It should be noted that

on the basis on the measurement of macroscopic properties it is

rather difficult to provide solid evidence for or against a defect.

Clearly there is a need for application of analytical methods

that help to distinguish between the above presented defects in

AZO. A suitable method with a resolution power on an atomic

scale is solid-state NMR. Thus 27Al NMR has been applied to

AZO in the bulk form,24,26–28 as nanoparticles17 and in the

form of nano-wires16,22 to elucidate how the dopant integrates

into the ZnO structure. Important observations were that the
27Al NMR resonance in metallic AZO shows a chemical shift

value outside the ordinary regime, which is typical for Al in

metals,26,27 and for a different synthetic route a solubility limit of

Al in ZnO24 has been suggested accompanied by the formation

of a crystalline side-phase of ZnAl2O4 at a temperature above

800 1C. 27Al solid-state NMR straight away indicates that even

for bulk materials several Al environments may exist, which

doesn’t match the simple picture of a single phase being homo-

geneously doped with Al on a single type of point defect.

In order to obtain an 27Al NMR fingerprint of different

suggested point-defects, symmetry arguments could be used,

which make predictions about the 27Al NMR lineshape: if the

3-fold axis of the Zn site is conserved, a rather simple lineshape

function for an Al filled Zn vacancy AlZn
� is expected.

However it is clear that the ZnO host lattice will undergo

local structural changes in the vicinity of these defects, which

may as well reduce the site symmetry of the Al position. In fact

both the distortion and the conservation of the 3-fold axis can

be found in the literature for different dopants.26,29–31 While

quantum chemical calculations have proven their potential for

studying the structure and energetics of defects in ZnO,29–36

what is missing is the calculation of NMR properties for the

suggested defect models.

In this contribution we want to elucidate what happens to

the dopant Al in nanoscale aluminium doped ZnO (AZO). To

this end nanoparticles with a narrow size distribution are prepared

using the polyol method39 and formed transparent conductive

films at temperatures below 500 1C. Their size distribution,

composition and electrical properties are characterized using

standard techniques. Due to the rather low processing

temperatures we expect the AZOmaterials to be more complex

both in composition and morphology. For this reason we base

our NMR study not only on 27Al as previous NMR studies

have but also on 13C and 1H and correlations between these

nuclei. For the interpretation of the NMR data we further

provide reference values of NMR properties for different

Al point-defect models by quantum chemical calculations.

Experimental details

Synthesis and particle characterization

Aluminium-doped zinc oxide (AZO) nanoparticles were

prepared according to the following procedure: 4.56 mmol of

Table 1 Proposed defects in ZnO:Al in Kröger–Vink notation37 and their effect on conductivity

Defect type Effect on conductivity Ref.

AlZn
� (+1e�) Increase by n-doping 2,15,22,24,26,38

Ali,Oh
��� (+3 e�) Increase, Al interstitial octahedrally coordinated to O sites 22

Ali,Td
��� (+3 e�) Increase, Al interstitial, tetrahedrally coordinated to O sites 22

Zni
�� (+2e�) Increase (naturally occurring in ZnO) 2,24,25

V 00O Increase (naturally occurring in ZnO), upper limit for ZnO1-x is
x = 0.0003 and therefore probably irrelevant as compared to other dopants

2,24,25

[Al2
3+VZn] (+0e�) None or decrease 24

[Al2
3+Oi

2�] (+0e�) None or decrease 26,38
H�/OHO

� (+1e�) Increase (unintentional doping) 15,30
Side-phase ZnAl2O4 spinel (microcrystalline, formed at higher temp.), decrease 13,16,22,24
Side-phase Al2O3 (amorphous), decrease 13
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Zn(CH3COO)2�2H2O were dissolved in 50 ml diethylene glycol

(DEG) together with 0.05, 0.23 or 0.92 mmol of AlCl3�6H2O,

which corresponds to a molar ratio of Al : Zn of 1, 5 and 20%,

respectively. Subsequently, 1 ml of deionized H2O was added.

The mixtures were heated under an argon atmosphere to 200 1C

in a laboratory microwave oven with magnetic stirring (MLS

rotaprep: 1.2 kW, 2.45 GHz; fiber optic as well as pyrometer for

temperature control). To improve the material crystallinity, the

temperature was maintained for 30 min. As-prepared AZO

suspensions from the 1, 5 and 20 mol% aluminium sols were

colloidally stable for months. The suspensions exhibit a slight

blueish shade and have a transparent appearance. As a reference,

non-doped ZnO was synthesized similarly. As-prepared nano-

scale AZO powders can be separated from the suspension by

centrifugation and drying. More details regarding the synthesis

have been described elsewhere.39 These as-prepared AZO

powders were heated for 30 min in air at 400 1C to burn away

remaining DEG, and subsequently reduced with forming gas

(H2/N2 = 10/90%) for 60 min at 400 1C to increase the

conductivity. To minimize the influence of grain boundaries when

evaluating the electrical resistance, powdered samples were pressed

into pellets with an IR pressing tool for 15 min at 50 kN (Specac

stainless steel pressing tool, 13 mm in diameter; Specac hydraulic

laboratory press). The thickness of these pellets was calculated

based on the material’s weight and density (5.6 g cm�3), assuming

a space filling of 74% with close-packed nanocrystals.

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) of DEG suspensions was

measured in polystyrene cuvettes with a Nanosizer ZS from

Malvern Instruments. Measurements were conducted on

suspensions sufficiently diluted to deter particle-to-particle

interactions, which was determined through a dilution series.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was performed using

a Philips CM200 FEG/ST microscope at an acceleration

voltage of 200 kV. Samples were prepared by ultrasonic

nebulization of an ethanolic dispersion on a Cu grid with a

holey carbon film. X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) was carried

out using a Stoe STADI-P diffractometer operating with

Ge-monochromatized Cu-Ka radiation. Brunauer–Emmett–Teller

(BET) analysis of as-prepared powder samples was carried out

using a BELSORP-mini II from BEL, applying N2 as an

adsorbate. Fourier-transform-infrared (FT-IR) spectra were

recorded using a Vertex 70 FT-IR spectrometer from Bruker

Optics. The transmittance of pellets consisting of 1 mg of

sample powder and 300 mg of KBr was measured in a

wavenumber interval of 7000–370 cm�1. Quantitative elemental

analysis of the aluminium content was carried out by a

commercial microanalytical laboratory, Mikroanalytisches

Labor Pascher, Remagen, Germany. The sheet resistivity of

pellets and films was measured via four-point probing using a

Keithley system (485 Autoranging Picoammeter, 199 System

DMM/Scanner, 230 Programmable Voltage Source). The

electrodes were placed in a row and at a distance of 1.0 mm

from each other. To calculate the sheet resistivity, a geometrical

correction factor equal to p/ln 2 was applied.

Solid-state NMR

All magic-angle-spinning (MAS) NMR experiments were

carried out at 27Al, 13C and 1H frequencies of 130.31, 125.75

and 500.13 MHz, respectively, on a Bruker Avance-III NMR

spectrometer equipped with a commercial 1.3, 2.5 or 4 mm

MAS NMR probes. The chemical shift values reported for
1H and 13C refer to 1% tetramethylsilane (TMS) in CDCl3 and

for 27Al refer to a 1.1 mol kg�1 solution of Al(NO)3 in D2O on

a deshielding scale. The 1H resonance of 1% tetramethylsilane

in CDCl3 served as an external secondary reference using the

X-values for 13C and 27Al as reported by the IUPAC.40

Saturation combs were applied prior to all repetition delays.

The one-dimensional (1D) 1HMAS NMRwas acquired with a

901 pulse length of 2.5 ms, a recycle delay tRD of 4.0 s and at a

sample spinning frequency nMAS of 50 kHz. Typical 901 pulse

lengths for the 27Al central transition were 10.0 ms. The 1D
27Al MAS experiments were conducted using tRD values of

3.0–64.0 s, at nMAS of 10 kHz. In the spin echo sequence,

coherence transfer pathways were selected with a 16-step

phase cycle. The 13C{1H} ramped cross-polarization41 under

MAS conditions (ramped CPMAS) was performed at a nMAS

of 6 kHz, a tRD of 3.0 s and a contact time of 1.0 ms.

A triple-quantum 27Al MQMAS 2D spectrum was acquired

using a three-pulse sequence with a zero-quantum filter,42 a

repetition delay of 16.0 s, and rotor-synchronized sampling of

the indirect dimension. Phase cycling involved the States

method43 for acquisition of pure absorption line shapes. The

second-order quadrupolar effect parameter (SOQE) and isotropic

chemical shift values were determined by moment analysis42,44

from the extracted rows of the sheared MQMAS spectrum. The

selective pulses for the excitation of the 27Al central transition

used a nutation frequency nrf of 50 kHz in the MQMAS and also

the REDOR experiments presented below.

For the C-REDOR experiment, repetition delays tRD were

set to 8.0 s and 1024 transients were accumulated for the

spectrum. The experiment used CX1
X symmetries and a post-

C-element45,46 that corresponds to a 1H nutation frequency nrf
of 50 kHz at nMAS of 25 kHz. The C-REDOR data were

plotted as DS/S0 against the universal dephasing time tuds,
47,48

which is a pulse sequence-independent time scale defined by

the product |k|t of the magnitude of the scaling factor k and

the dipolar dephasing time t. The scaling factor49 k for the

REDOR sequence50 in the d-pulse limit and the C-REDOR is

0.367553 and 0.24503, respectively. A rough estimate for an

effective dipolar coupling ndip(
27Al, 1H) was obtained via

fitting of the initial part of the C-REDOR with the help of

the SIMPSON package51,52 in a two-spin approximation

neglecting quadrupole coupling and chemical shift.

For 2D 27Al{1H} heteronuclear-correlation 2D MAS NMR

spectroscopy, we converted the PRESTO-III pulse-sequence53

(Fig. 1) into a 2D correlation experiment by encoding the

chemical shift of 1H during extra p/2� t1� p/2 block, which is

followed by a short zero-quantum filter of a few ms. Proton
decoupling was implemented using continuous wave (cw)

decoupling with a rf field strength corresponding to 100 kHz.

The nutation frequency for the selective pulses applied to the
27Al central transition was 50 kHz. The R1871 recoupling

sequence used a 1H nutation frequency of 45 kHz for the

R-elements, which consisted of simple p-pulses as described in

the original PRESTO publication.53 The 2D 27Al{1H} experiment

(Fig. 7) onAZO-ap (1.8%)was performed at a spinning frequency

of 10 kHz using 2048 transients/FIDs, a 4.0 s recycle delay,
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rotor synchronized t1 increments and 2D data acquisition

according to the States methods.43 Coherence transfer pathway

selection was achieved with a 4-step phase cycle. The advantage

of PRESTO over cross-polarization based HETCOR experi-

ments is that the pulses on the 27Al channel only require

information about a selective central-transition pulse, while

the Hartmann–Hahn condition of the CP experiment is more

difficult to set up. This is why we were able to acquire 2D

HETCOR spectra with a good signal/noise, despite Al being

only a dopant occurring in the percent range. The length of the

recoupling intervals t1 and t2 was 500.0 ms (Fig. 1).

Computational details

Quantum chemical structure optimizations were performed in

order to predict the local structure at the (potential) defects:

AlZn, Ali,Td and Ali,Oh, as well as the defect combinations

[Al2VZn], [Ali,TdVZn] and [Ali,OhVZn]. Calculations were per-

formed by a supercell approach under periodic boundary

conditions with the VASP program,54–57 version 4.6.28, using

the projector augmented plain wave (PAW) method.58,59

A G-centered k-point mesh60 with four points in each direction

(4 � 4 � 4) was used and the plane wave energy cutoff was set

to 500 eV. The PBE density functional61 was used with the

standard pseudo potentials delivered for PBE/PAW with

VASP. Supercells were chosen as 3 � 3 � 2 expansions of

the wurtzite-like ZnO cell62 (space group P63mc, ICSD 76641)

with one of the mentioned defects included at a time. Symme-

tries of the doped supercells were initially maintained at P3m1

(No. 156) for AlZn, Ali,Td and Ali,Oh during the optimizations,

but were released subsequently to P1 (No 1) by slight dis-

placements of the dopant in order to check for Jahn–Teller

distortions63 of lower energy. The [Al2VZn] defect can occur in

three different variants of ZnO (see Fig. 11), all of which were

treated in space group P1. The defects [Ali,TdVZn] and

[Ali,OhVZn] were treated in P1 as well. For each defect various

partial structure optimizations (Al-atoms only, Al plus 1st

coordination sphere, Al plus 1st and 2nd coordination sphere)

as well as full optimizations of all fractional coordinates

to investigate the convergence of the structural relaxation

were performed. Supercell parameters were kept constant at

a = b = 9.7485 Å, c = 10.4138 Å in all calculations.

Optimizations were considered as converged when the energy

between two subsequent steps was below 10�7 eV and the

residual forces were converged to 10�6 eV Å�1. For AlZn the

number of electrons in the supercell was varied from its formal

value by �1 in order to investigate structural effects of electron

doping. For all three types of doping, spin-polarization free

calculations have been performed. Deviations from charge

neutrality within a unit cell were compensated for by a homo-

geneously distributed counter charge (jellium background).

No compensation mechanism for higher electrical moments

was used.

Moreover, the 27Al NMR properties of the optimized sites

were calculated, i.e. the electric field gradient tensor (EFG, q)

and the absolute magnetic shielding tensor s. To this end we

made use of the Extended Embedded Ion Method (EEIM),64 an

embedded cluster approach derived from the Embedded Ion

Method (EIM),65,66 whose basic feature is the embedding of

the quantum cluster (QC) in a self-consistent point charge field

that simulates the environment of an ideal crystal in the

electrostatic approximation, which is well suited to the treat-

ment of doped materials at low doping levels.48 Because the

EFG as well as the chemical shift is a local quantity,67 embedded

cluster methods are also suitable for its calculation.68 For

doped crystals we propose a two-step procedure analogous to

the one for s described in ref. 48: in the first step, the

embedding point charges are obtained for an ideal (i.e.

non-defective) crystal/QC, where the usual self-consistent

procedure of EEIM as described in ref. 64 is employed. The

optimized atomic charge for Zn and O is �1.60734e. In the

second step, the QC is modified to contain one of the (relaxed)

defect sites close to its center, as well as an outer region

in which the atomic sites of the ideal crystal are left

unperturbed.z As the charge qQC of the modified QC cannot

be determined exactly, it is set to a value that allows a closed

shell calculation and, at the same time, is close to the sum of

the expected fragment charge according to the self-consistent

charges determined in the first step and the assumed defect site

charge. Formal charges can be used for lowly charged defect

sites, since the EEIM seems to tolerate small charge misfits

of the QC.48 Finally, the calculation of EFG and NMR

Fig. 1 2D PRESTO-III pulse sequence for 27Al{1H} HETCOR experiments; recoupling periods t1 = t2 = 500.0 ms are denoted by R1871, which is

an R-symmetry pulse sequence where the R-element is a simple p-pulse, the recoupling sequence is used as described in detail in ref. 53.

z Thus the periodicity of defects present in supercell approaches is
avoided. In principle, structural relaxations of the defect site can also
be performed within the EEIM, if the QC region is chosen large
enough. Atoms at the QC boundary must not be relaxed because
their direct neighborhood to point charges can result in unrealistic
structures.48
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parameters is performed and its variability on qQC is investi-

gated. The detailed setup of QCs is given in ESI.w
The hybrid density functional mPW1PW69 as implemented

in the GAUSSIAN 03 (g03) program70 was used for the

electronic structure calculations (ESCs) in EEIM. Population

analysis was carried out and atomic net charges were deter-

mined using the NBO 5.0 program.71 A locally dense AO basis

of gaussian functions was defined based on a distance criterion

with basis functions up to 6-311G(3df,3pd)72,73 near the defect

site and gradually decreasing in quality down to CEP-4G74 at

farthest distances. The convergence of the EFG for AlZn was

checked with respect to the AO set using a pcS-3 set75 with

decontracted core orbitals, and with respect to the quadrature

grid as well as the SCF convergence criteria. Only restricted

wave functions were allowed. From the EFGs principal axis

values |VPAS
zz | Z |VPAS

xx | Z |VPAS
yy | we calculate the experi-

mentally observable nuclear quadrupole coupling constant Cq,

the asymmetry parameter Zq and the second order quadru-

polar effect parameter SOQE according to76,77 the following

equations:

Cq ¼
eVPAS

zz Qs

h
; ð1Þ

Zq ¼
VPAS

yy � VPAS
xx

VPAS
zz

and ð2Þ

SOQE ¼ Cq

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ

Z2q
3

s
ð3Þ

where Qs = Q/e is the spectroscopic nuclear quadrupole

moment,78 which amounts to 146.6 mb (1 mb = 10�31 m2)

for 27Al, e is the electric charge unit and h is Plank’s constant.

Note that the EFG tensor elements in g03 are given with the

sign convention Vij = �q2 V/(qiqj), i,jA{x,y,z}, and in atomic

units, whereas the Viis in eqn (1) and (2) use an opposite sign

and SI units (V m2). Conversion from the traceless EFG tensor

eigenvalues in g03 to the values used here is achieved using the

equation Vii/(V m2) = �9.717361 � 1021 � Vii/(a.u.).

Absolute nuclear magnetic shielding tensors r were calcu-

lated using the GIAO formalism.79 For the derivation of a

conversion equation from absolute magnetic shieldings s(27Al)

to chemical shift values d(27Al) we used solid a-Al2O3 as a

secondary reference, whose experimental isotropic chemical

shift has been determined to be dexpiso = 18.8 ppm80 and to be

16.0 ppm.77 We used the first value in the conversion eqn (4)

for a given sample s.

dcalc(s) = scalciso (a-Al2O3) � scalc(s) � dexpiso (a-Al2O3) (4)

scalciso (a-Al2O3) is calculated using the same quantum chemical

model and basis functions as scalc(s), as far as possible, to

cancel out systematic basis set errors. An EEIM procedure

resulted in scalciso (a-Al2O3) = 578.68 ppm for 6-31G*,

557.78 ppm for 6-311G(3df,3pd), 555.98 ppm for pcS-3 and

555.66 ppm for uncontracted pcS-3. Details are given in ESI.w
The similarity between 6-311G(3df,3pd) and (uncontracted)

pcS-3 shieldings indicates that the basis expansion is suffi-

ciently converged.

Results and discussion

Characterization of as-prepared AZO nanoparticles

AZO nanoparticles were prepared via a polyol-mediated

synthesis. Diethylene glycol (DEG) was used as the polyol

and allowed efficient control of the nucleation and growth of

the nanoparticles.81 Moreover, crystalline nanoparticles can be

prepared due to the high boiling-point of the polyol (248 1C).

To investigate particle size and size distribution of the as-prepared

AZO samples (AZO-ap), dynamic light scattering (DLS) and

electron microscopy were used (Fig. 2). Accordingly, suspen-

sions in DEG exhibit a hydrodynamic diameter of about 12 nm

and a narrow size distribution. Electron microscopy shows

nanoparticles with spherical shape (Fig. 2). Based on a statistical

evaluation of >200 particles, a mean diameter of 10 nm was

determined. High-resolution TEM images, furthermore, point to

the crystallinity of the AZO nanoparticles. Lattice fringes with

distances of 2.84 Å are well in accordance with ZnO (zincite:

(100) with 2.81 Å).82 An X-ray powder diffraction pattern

confirms the presence of crystalline ZnO (Fig. 3). Based on the

Scherrer formalism, average crystallite sizes of 8–12 nm can be

deduced, which fit well with the results stemming from DLS

and TEM. Thermogravimetry (TG) was performed to study the

thermal behavior of the as-prepared AZO nanoparticles and

to quantify the amount of DEG adhered onto the particle

surface. Here, a continuous weight-loss of 2.6% was observed

between 200 and 400 1C (Fig. 3). When considering the boiling

Fig. 2 Particle properties of the as-prepared AZO nanoparticles:

photo of suspension in ethanol; size and size distribution according

to DLS, TEM and HRTEM.
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point of DEG, this weight-loss can be attributed to DEG

adhered as a surface-capping on the particle surface. This view

and explanation is also well in accordance with previous

studies.20,35

The chemical composition and concentration of the alumi-

nium doping were investigated by energy-dispersive X-ray

analysis (EDX) as well as by wet-chemical analysis. According

to EDX, Al/Zn ratios of 0.8, 1.0 and 5.3 mol%were obtained for

the samples with a formal Al dopage of 1.0, 5.0 and 20.0 mol%

provided in the mixture of starting materials. Although Al3+

is incorporated and the real ratio correlates with the formal

one, a significant percentage of the Al3+ obviously remains in

solution so that the real doping of the solid nanomaterials

is lower than expected. Wet-chemical analysis resulted in 1.0,

1.8 and 4.6 mol%. In the following the as-prepared AZO

samples are therefore indicated as AZO-ap (x% with x = 1.0,

1.8, 4.6).

To investigate the conductivity of the AZO-ap samples,

powdered samples were first pressed into pellets. This measure

guarantees a close contact between the individual nanoparticles.

Thereafter, the pellets were investigated by four-point probing.

AZO-ap samples do not show any measurable conductivity at all

(Table 2). On the one hand, this is due to DEG as the surface-

capping, which hinders the interparticle charge transport.

Fig. 3 Thermal properties of the AZO nanoparticles: (a) SEM image of the as-prepared, agglomerated nanoparticles; (b) SEM image of

agglomerated nanoparticles subsequent to oxidative and reductive treatment at 400 1C; (c) XRD pattern (dotted: as-prepared; dashed: 400 1C;

straight: 800 1C); (d) thermogravimetry.

Table 2 Overview of thermal and analytical characterization of AZO samples; ‘‘N’’ indicates a sheet resistance which was too high to be
measured

Type of sample Crystallite size (XRD)/nm Specific surface (BET)/m2 g�1 Sheet resistance/(O/&)

AZO-ap (1.0%) air, 70 1C, 12 h 17 42 N

AZO-ox (1.0%) air, 400 1C, 0.5 h 18 21 N

AZO-red (1.0%) 18 19 160
1. air, 400 1C, 0.5 h
2. N2/H2, 400 1C, 1.0 h

AZO-ox-800 (1.0%) air, 800 1C, 0.5 h 30 7 N

AZO-ap (1.8%) air, 70 1C, 12 h 13 43 N

AZO-ox (1.8%) air, 400 1C, 0.5 h 16 28 N

AZO-red (1.8%) 16 22 170
1. air, 400 1C, 0.5 h
2. N2/H2, 400 1C, 1.0 h

AZO-ox-800 (1.8%) air, 800 1C, 0.5 h 23 11 N

AZO-ap (4.6%) air, 70 1C, 12 h 18 33 N

AZO-ox (4.6%) air, 400 1C, 0.5 h 21 40 N

AZO-red (4.6%) 20 28 340
1. air, 400 1C, 0.5 h
2. N2/H2, 400 1C, 1.0 h

AZO-ox-800 (4.6%) air, 800 1C, 0.5 h 30 13 N
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Aiming at conductive AZO, the samples were first sintered,

under oxidizing conditions in air at 400 1C for 30 min, to

remove the surface capping and to enable conductive surface

contacts between the particles. These samples are indicated as

AZO-ox (Table 2). Subsequently, free charge carriers are

established by a second reductive heating in forming gas at

400 1C for 1 h (indicated as AZO-red, Table 2). Both thermal

procedures – the oxidative as well as the reductive step – are

widely applied for processing transparent conductive oxides.83

To study structural and morphological effects, the AZO

samples were finally heated in air at 800 1C for 0.5 h (indicated

as AZO-800, Table 2).

To evaluate the sintering behavior and the particle size

during the heating procedures, the samples AZO-ox and

AZO-red were characterized by X-ray powder diffraction to

determine the crystallite size via the Scherrer formalism

(Table 2). Surprisingly, the crystallite size remains almost

constant during the oxidative as well as during the reductive

heating procedure. Only the samples treated at 800 1C show a

significant increase in the crystallite size (Table 2). Further-

more, N2 sorption analysis was used to study the sintering

behavior. Accordingly, the BET surface approximately drops

by a factor of 2 when heating to 400 1C (Table 2) which again

indicates sintering of the nanoparticles. This finding is also in

accordance with the observation of agglomerates of nanoparticles

that are visible in SEM images subsequent to sintering at 400 1C

(Fig. 3). In sum, XRD, BET and SEM validate that even the

agglomerated AZO samples obtained after the oxidative

and reductive heat treatment are still nanoscaled and with

diameters below 50 nm. The lowest sheet resistance was finally

measured for AZO-red (1.0%) and AZO-red (1.8%) with

values of 160 and 170 O/&, respectively (Table 2).

Solid-state NMR characterization

Recently solid-state 27Al MAS NMR studies15,16,18,19 indi-

cated that the Al environment is far less uniform if nanoscale

AZO is synthesized via a colloidal route from a liquid phase.

Here we use 13C and 1H MAS NMR to elucidate the

immediate environment of the DEG molecules in the particle

shell. In addition, simple 27Al NMR allows us to distinguish

different Al environments by their coordination numbers,

which will further be corroborated by 27Al MQMAS experi-

ments. Experiments based on the heteronuclear dipolar inter-

action (PRESTO and REDOR) between 1H and 27Al finally

allows us to decide which Al environments are related to the

particle shell or side-phases. A sensitive indicator for electrical

conductivity is spin-lattice relaxation: 27Al spins in the metallic

particle are supposed to show Korringa behavior.

27
Al NMR – aluminium environments. The local environment

of the Al ions in the aluminium doped zinc oxide nanoparticles

is studied using 27Al MAS NMR. The 27Al MAS NMR

spectrum of AZO-ap (1.8%) shows four partially overlapping

components (Fig. 4, top). An assignment can be made on the

basis of a strong correlation between the observed chemical

shift dobs value and the coordination number of the Al atom.84

Hence the peak at 82.6 ppm is assigned to an aluminium atom

coordinated to 4 oxygen atoms Al(IV)A , the two broad peaks

from around 80 to 50 ppm and 50 to 30 ppm are assigned to

four- (Al(IV)B ) and five-fold (Al(V)) coordinated aluminium sites,

respectively, and the peak at 12.6 ppm to an Al site coordinated

to six oxygen atoms Al(VI). The linewidth (4.8 ppm) and the spin-

lattice relaxation time T1 (4.9 s) (Table 3) of the Al(IV)A signal

are both very different from those of the other signals. Note,

that the lineshape of an 27Al NMR resonance in a solid can be

significantly broadened by distributions of environments in

disordered or amorphous materials and/or by the quadrupolar

interaction which may vanish however when the nucleus is a site

of high point-group symmetry, e.g. Td or Oh. The rather small

linewidth for Al(IV)A strongly indicates a highly ordered, crystal-

line environment.16,17 Hence, we assign it to a fourfold coordi-

nated Al at a zinc position within the ZnO crystal structure, i.e.

an AlZn point defect in the Kröger–Vink notation. In contrast

to the Al(IV)A signal, the Al(IV)B , Al(V) and Al(VI) signals have

broad linewidths and short T1 times (Table 3), which are in

agreement with a highly disordered or asymmetric environment.

Thus 1D 27Al MAS NMR gives first evidence that the Al

dopant is distributed over four different environments.

In a second step we compare the 27Al MAS NMR spectra of

three different AZO samples (Table 2), namely, as-prepared

AZO (AZO-ap, 1.8%), with a sample subsequently dried at

400 1C in air (AZO-ox-400, 1.8%) and a sample (AZO-red,

1.8%) which subsequent to drying was subjected to a reductive

atmosphere (forming gas H2/N2). In the 27Al MAS NMR

Fig. 4 27Al spin echo MAS NMR spectra of AZO (1.8%)

(a) as-prepared aluminium-doped zinc oxide; (b) aluminium doped

zinc oxide heated to 400 1C in air; (c) reduced via forming gas

processing; (d) difference spectrum of as-prepared AZO obtained by

subtraction of two directly excited spectra with different recycle delays

tRD of 64 s and 0.9 s; all experiments were acquired at a spinning speed

nMAS of 10 kHz in a magnetic field of 11.74 T; approximately same

amount of sample was packed into the rotor; spectra (a), (b) and

(c) were acquired with similar experimental conditions and plotted

approximately on the same y-scale.
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(Fig. 4) hardly any changes of the as-made sample upon drying

can be observed, however there is a drastic change once the

sample is subjected to a reductive atmosphere, when the sharp

Al(IV)A peak at 82.6 ppm vanishes and a new broad peak with a

similar peak area at 165 ppm occurs. This observation is in line

with the measured electrical properties of the three samples for

which only the reduced sample shows a notable conductivity.

We assign the broad peak, which is far outside the ordinary

range of dielectric oxides,15,39,40 to Al in ZnO, which has

become metallic by the reductive treatment and thus is subject

to a Knight shift from the conduction electrons, as observed in

previous 27Al NMR studies of AZO.16,27 However, in contrast

to an NMR study of AZO fibers16 we observe the Knight

shifted peak only after the reductive treatment (AZO-red).

Because qualitatively, the only change observed upon the

reductive treatment happens with respect to the sharp peak

Al(IV)A , which we previously assigned to AlZn in the ZnO crystal

structure, we conclude that the peaks for the other Al environ-

ments remain in a non-metallic environment. Independent

evidence for this interpretation is provided below by experiments

based on the heteronuclear dipolar coupling between 27Al and
1H and by a characterization of the relaxation behavior.

27Al MAS NMR peaks are affected by the second-order

quadrupolar interaction, which can cause a significant broadening

even for a highly ordered environment in a crystal structure.

To distinguish cases of second-order quadrupolar broadening

from broadening related to a distribution of environments

occurring in amorphous or disordered materials, the multiple-

quantum magic angle spinning experiment (MQMAS) was

performed. Fig. 5 displays a triple-quantum filtered 27Al 2D

MQMAS spectrum of AZO-ap. We note that no more than

the previously identified Al environments can be resolved in

the 27Al MQMAS spectrum.

We now focus on the AlZn environment (Al(IV)A -27Al peak),

which is related to the metallic properties of the AZO nano-

particles as discussed above. To further characterize this Al

environment we have performed a spectral editing experiment

on the basis of the different spin-lattice relaxation times T1 of

the different peaks. For the sample AZO-ap we obtained two

spectra: spectrum A, with a very long repetition delay tRD that

guarantees complete relaxation of all 27Al peaks and spectrum

B, with a repetition delay that guarantees complete relaxation

of all peaks except for the fourfold-coordinated aluminium

environment Al(IV)A at 82.6 ppm. The difference spectrum A–B

is shown in Fig. 4(d). For peak Al(IV)A we additionally obtain

an upper limit for the absolute value of the second-order

quadrupolar effect parameter SOQE of 1.1 MHz from the
27Al MQMAS spectrum (see eqn (3)), and an isotropic

chemical shift of 82.5 ppm, which are consistent with all the

observed 1D and 2D 27Al spectra.42 SOQE is a measure of the

quadrupole interaction and can be compared with values

predicted by quantum chemical calculations (see below).

1
H and

13
C NMR – diethylene glycol (DEG). The peaks at

3.6 and 4.5 ppm in the 1HMAS NMR spectrum (see ESIw) are
assigned to the methylene and the OH group of DEG. The

peak at 1.2 ppm is assigned to acetic acid or acetate. According

to the literature,47 the peaks observed at 71.8 and 61.4 ppm in

the 13C{1H} CPMAS spectrum (see ESIw) can be assigned to

DEG. In addition, there are two extra peaks at 180.2 ppm and

20.9 ppm, which belong to the carboxyl carbon and the methyl

carbon of acetic acid or acetate.85 Thus, the presence of DEG

Table 3 27Al NMR chemical shift and the spin–lattice relaxation time T1 of different AZO samples; the Al doping percentage in braces refers to
the Al/Zn molar ratio determined by ‘‘wet’’ chemical analysis for the bulk material

Type of sample Isotope Signal dobs/ppm T1/s

ZnO:Al (AZO-ap, 1.0%) 27Al 12.6 0.02
30–50 0.2
50–80 0.3
82.6 7.9

ZnO:Al (AZO-ox, 1.0%) 27Al 12.6 0.06
30–50 0.16
50–80 0.25
82.6 7.5

ZnO:Al (AZO-red, 1.0%) 27Al 12.6 0.04
30–50 0.2
50–80 0.29

Knight shifted peak 165.0 0.75

ZnO:Al (AZO-ap, 1.8%) 27Al 12.6 0.018
30–50 0.16
50–80 0.29
82.6 7.8

ZnO:Al (AZO-ap, 4.6%) 27Al 12.6 0.06
30–50 0.17
50–80 0.2
82.6 8.0

ZnO:Al (AZO-ox-800, 4.6%) 27Al 12.6 3.1
30–50 1.8
50–80 0.9
82.6 5.4
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and of acetate groups in AZO-ap is confirmed by 1H and
13C MAS NMR.

Metallic properties by
27
Al relaxation. Relaxation of NMR

nuclei in metals shows a temperature dependence with a constant

product of spin-lattice relaxation time T1 and temperature T,

(Heitler–Teller or Korringa product86,87), which may be con-

sidered as NMR-evidence for metallic properties, in addition

to the above mentioned Knight-shift.

Accordingly, we have performed temperature-dependent

relaxation measurements (Fig. 6) to provide independent

evidence for our 27Al peak assignment, namely, that only the

peak at 165 ppm in AZO-red stems from ametallic environment,

which was found to have similar T1 values of around 0.75 s for

all three reduced samples (1, 1.8, and 4.6%). For a simple

metallic behavior the Heitler–Teller product is required to be

constant, which clearly is only the case for the peak at 165 ppm

of the AZO material subject to a reductive treatment

(AZO-red 4.6%), while the curves for the other presented

peaks do show a temperature dependence, which is typical for

relaxation in ordinary dielectric materials. We conclude that
27Al relaxation measurements confirm the assignment and

indicate that only the reduced sample is partially metallic, while

the other samples show no evidence for metallic properties.

The Korringa-relation describes how the Heitler–Teller

product T1T depends on isotropic Knight-shift K,88

T1T ¼
�h

4pkBK2

ge
2

gn2
ð5Þ

where ge and gn are the electron and nuclear gyromagnetic

ratios, respectively. In a case of the reduced sample (AZO-red,

4.6%), the experimentally obtained Korringa constant K2T1T

at T = 220 K is 3.96 � 1.5 � 10�6 K s, which agrees well with

the theoretical value of 3.87 � 10�6 K s for non-interacting

electrons in the electron gas.

Localizing hydrogen in the nanoparticle – 27Al–1H correlated

NMR. An interesting question is whether hydrogen occurs

only in the particle shell, side-phases or the particle core. The

heteronuclear dipolar interaction between 27Al and 1H allows

us to prove the occurrence of 1H within a few hundred

picometer around the 27Al nucleus. So far we have identified

Al in the ZnO crystal structure with the signal Al(IV)A but we

don’t know whether these Al atoms are accompanied by

hydrogen atoms, for example to form a charge neutral point

defect by synchronously replacing two Zn2+ ions by H+ and

Al3+. Furthermore we have evidence for the presence of a

substantial amount of organic molecules in the as-prepared

AZOmaterial but we don’t know whether this effect is also related

to Al-doping. To answer these questions we have performed

two different experiments: 2D 27Al–1H heteronuclear correlation

Fig. 6 Plot of 1/(T1 T) versus T normalized at 293 K for 27Al NMR

peaks of aluminium doped zinc oxide (AZO-red, 4.6%); circles denote

the (approximately constant) Heitler–Teller product for the Knight

shifted peak, as expected for a metallic behavior; data denoted by

triangles and squares correspond to Al(IV)B and Al(VI) signals, respec-

tively, diverting from a constant Heitler–Teller product.

Fig. 5 Sheared 27Al 2D MQMAS NMR spectrum with 1H decoupling of as-prepared aluminium-doped zinc oxide (AZO-ap, 1.8%), at a sample

spinning frequency of 12 kHz.
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(HETCOR) spectroscopy and an 27Al{1H} REDOR experi-

ment. The first experiment gives evidence for a potential Al

environment close to the organic molecules DEG and acetate;

the second experiment is more sensitive to weak dipole–dipole

couplings and may be used to exclude the occurrence of 1H in

the environment of 27Al.

In Fig. 7 the 2D 27Al{1H} HETCOR (2D PRESTO-III)

spectrum of AZO-ap (1.8%) is shown. The spectrum proves site

connectivities between the components Al(IV)B , Al(V) and Al(VI)

and the 1H NMR signals from DEG and acetic acid/acetate, but

does not give any evidence for 1H in the environment of Al(IV)A .

The findings from XRD (Fig. 3c) and 2D 27Al{1H} hetero-

nuclear correlation spectroscopy also rule out the possibility

that the sixfold coordinated aluminium signal Al(VI) comes

mainly from a pure, microcrystalline spinel (ZnAl2O4) phase,

as observed on nanoscale AZO materials before.16,17,22,24 It is

possible that the Al(IV)B , Al(V) and Al(VI) coordinated Al in the

DEG environment are formed as mixed side-phases.

The 27Al{1H} C-REDOR experiment50 is more sensitive to

small dipole–dipole coupling than PRESTO-III. In the case of
1H–27Al clusters in the ZnO crystal structure we would expect

dephasing of the Al(IV)A signal. Fig. 8 shows C-REDOR curves

(DS = S0 � S as a function of the dephasing time) for

Al(IV)A and Al(VI) in comparison. Within the experimental error

the Al(IV)A peaks are not dephased through heteronuclear

dipolar coupling of neighboring H atoms, which indicates that

the environment of Al(IV)A is free from hydrogen. The other

peaks of Al(IV)B , Al(V) and Al(VI) show a REDOR effect, which

was expected from the PRESTO-III-experiment (Fig. 7) and

proves the presence of H atoms in their environment. We

conclude that a major part of the doped aluminium is con-

sumed by the shell and side-phase, a fact that might also apply

to AZO materials obtained by similar synthetic routes, but

which had been neglected so far.16,17,26

Effect of increased Al doping concentration on AZO nano-

particles. The AZO nanoparticles are doped with different

amounts of aluminium to relate their structure with their

electrical properties. Because we have observed that a signifi-

cant amount of Al is in a non-metallic environment, these
27Al NMR signals can be used as a probe to the electrically

insulating parts of the material. Clearly the electrical measure-

ments have pointed to an increased sheet resistance at higher

doping levels (Table 2). For homogeneous bulk materials the

highest conductivities, i.e. lowest sheet resistivities, have been

measured at an Al concentration of 1.5 wt%.19 For hetero-

geneous materials containing insulating and electrically conductive

Fig. 7 The 27Al{1H} 2D HETCOR spectrum of the aluminium doped zinc oxide (AZO-ap, 1.8%) nanoparticles, at a field of 11.74 T and a

spinning frequency of 10 kHz; spectrum acquired using a 1H–27Al PRESTO-III pulse sequence (Fig. 1), using a supercycled R1871 sequence53

applied to the 1H channel for heteronuclear recoupling; the projections were taken from separate 1D single-pulse excitation experiments;

additionally, a sum projection of the 2D PRESTO-III spectrum is shown below the 27Al 1D spectrum at the top of the 2D spectrum.

Fig. 8
27Al{1H} NMR C-REDOR curves, 27Al observed, squares

and circles with error bars denote experimental data points for the

Al(IV)A and the Al(VI) coordinated sites, respectively; the solid line is a

calculated curve for 2 spin-system with a dipole–dipole coupling

constant of �2000 Hz; C-REDOR experiment is performed at a

magnetic field of 11.74 T.
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parts an increased Al content would lead to an increase in the

insulating component and therefor to an increase in sheet

resistivity.12,89,90

To test this hypothesis we have performed a (semi)-quantitative

analysis by 27Al MAS NMR. With an increasing doping

percentage of aluminium (1.0, 1.8 and 4.9 mol%), there are

no significant changes in the crystalline component Al(IV)A of

AZO nanoparticles. In Fig. 9 (left), the intensity of the crystal-

line component Al(IV)A shows no changes for AZO-ap and

Fig. 9 (right) confirms it with the same intensity of the Knight

shifted peak (around 165 ppm) for AZO-red. In contrast to the

crystalline component, the intensity of all amorphous aluminium

components increases with increasing doping concentrations as

shown in Fig. 9 (left and right) in AZO-ap as well as AZO-red.

This implies that only a limited amount of aluminium is

integrated into the crystalline core of the ZnO lattice during

synthesis. The remaining aluminium is simply added to the

amorphous components/parts or side-phases.

More reliable than the visual inspection of the 27Al MAS

NMR (Fig. 9) is a semi-quantitative analysis based on 27Al

spin-echoes with pulses selective to the central transition. For

each identified signal we performed on-resonance excitation

separately, which means that four spin-echo experiments were

performed per sample. The deconvoluted peak areas are displayed

in the form of a histogram in Fig. 10. The histogram shows a

nearly constant Al/Zn molar ratio (0.12%) for the Al(IV)A compo-

nent, which is the one we claim responsible for the metallic

character after reduction. The remaining amorphous components

(Al(IV)B , Al(V) and Al(VI)) show an increasing Al/Zn molar ratio,

with increasing aluminium doping concentrations.

Results from quantum chemical calculations. The target of

the quantum chemical calculations was to provide the NMR

properties of various doping-induced defects in AZO. To this end

we calculated relaxed structures of the defects AlZn, Ali,Td, Ali,Oh,

[Al2VZn], [Ali,TdVZn] and [Ali,OhVZn] using a supercell approach.

The Al concentration in the simulation approaches experimental

Fig. 9 Quantitative 1D 27Al spin echo MAS NMR spectra of aluminium doped ZnO with increasing Al : Zn molar ratio of 1, 1.8, and 4.6 mol%

(bottom to top); (left) AZO-ap nanoparticles (right) AZO-red nanoparticles; performed at 11.74 T, with a spinning frequency of 10 kHz; with

approximately same amount of samples packed in the rotor and same experimental conditions; all spectra are plotted approximately on the same y-scale.

Fig. 10 Distribution of Al onto different Al environments in AZO-ap

samples with formal doping concentrations of 20%, 5% and 1% in the

starting materials corresponding to 4.6%, 1.8% und 1.0% in the

product; the measured Al/Zn molar ratio is indicated on the ordinate

and splits up into different contributions (from bottom to top):

Al(IV)A (filled black), Al(IV)B (vertically striped), Al(V) (horizontally

striped) and Al(VI) (diagonally striped); the values were estimated by

semi-quantitative 27Al spin echo MAS NMR with external referencing

at a sample spinning speed of 10 kHz recorded at a magnetic field of

11.74 T; the total amount of Al is in good agreement with the value

determined from wet-chemical analysis.

Fig. 11 Three possible configurations of the (unrelaxed) [Al2VZn]

defect. The empty squares denote a vacancy. Indices ax (for axial)

and eq (equatorial) refer to the orientation relative to the c-axis.

Configuration (ii) can be realized in two enantiomorphs, which possess

the same 27Al NMR properties, however.
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values because a single Al atom in a supercell of 36 Zn and

O atoms represents a dopage of about 2.8% in the Al/Zn ratio.

Technically, we checked whether our calculations are con-

vergent with respect to the restricted cell size by comparing the

results of a series of partial structure optimizations taking

place in differently sized coordination spheres around the

defect. For the following discussion we focus on the results from

optimizations up to the second coordination sphere for AlZn,

Ali,Td and Ali,Oh and up to the first coordination sphere for the

more extended defects [Al2VZn], [Ali,TdVZn] and [Ali,OhVZn]. In

the case of AlZn this turned out to account for the total relaxation

almost quantitatively. For the other defects the provided results

are probably more qualitative in nature, but should give useful

estimates of the relaxed defects, at least. The relaxed structures

are shown in Fig. 12. Selected structural parameters are given in

Table 4 and discussed defect-wise together with the results for the

quadrupolar and the chemical shift tensor.

The AlZn defect. Relaxation of the Al(0)Zn defect leads to a

significant stabilization by �1.228 eV (=�118.5 kJ mol�1)

compared to the non-relaxed defect (see Table 4). The most

striking structural changes occur in the first coordination

sphere, where a significant decrease of all four Al–O bond

distances by 0.16 Å to 0.19 Å is observed (Fig. 12a). This is

reasonable as Al3+ has a smaller ionic radius (0.53 Å) than

Zn2+ (0.74 Å),91 its valence atomic orbitals are more compact

and the Al–O bond strength (511 kJ mol�1) is substantially

larger than that of the Zn–O bond (159 kJ mol�1).92 In contrast

to a previous theoretical study,29 no significantly distorted struc-

ture is found. Instead, we find a local C3 pseudo-point group

symmetry of the AlZnO4 unit with the rotation axis along the

crystal c-axis. The calculated displacements from C3 symmetry

are very small (r0.004 Å) and lead to an energetic stabili-

zation of only �10 J mol�1 relative to the strictly C3-symmetric

structure (spacegroup P3m1 enforced during optimization),

Table 4 Characterization of optimized defect structures. Cols. 2 gives the optimized fraction of the supercell, col. 3 its space group symmetry and
col. 4. the stabilization energy (relative to the corresponding unrelaxed structure). Cols. 5–8 denote the four shortest Al–O bond lengths

Defect Optimized part Sym. DErelax–unrelax/eV d(Al–Oi)/Å d(Al–Oj)/Å d(Al–Ok)/Å d(Al–Om)/Å

AlZn
(0) AlZnO4Zn12 P1 �1.228 1.798 1.800 1.800 1.801

Ali,Oh
(0) Ali,OhO4Zn4 P3m1 �4.152 1.815 1.815 1.815 2.684

Ali,Td
(0) Ali,TdO4Zan4 P3m1 �16.606 1.643 1.860 1.860 1.860

[Al2VZn]i
(0) Al2O10 P1 �2.864 1.783 1.798 1.801 1.814

[Al2VZn]ii
(0) Al2O10 P1 �2.802b Aleq: 1.758 1.786 1.798 1.857

Alax: 1.725 1.779 1.824 1.893
[Al2VZn]iii

(0) Al2O10 P1 �2.719c 1.785 1.801 1.812 1.818

a Relative energy {Erelaxed(Ali,Oh
(0)) – Erelaxed(Ali,Td

(0))} = �2.183 eV. b Relative energy {Erelaxed([Al2VZn]i
(0)) – Erelaxed([Al2VZn]ii

(0))} = �0.091 eV.
c Relative energy {Erelaxed([Al2VZn]i

(0)) – Erelaxed([Al2VZn]iii
(0))} = �0.279 eV.

Fig. 12 Comparison of non-optimized and relaxed structures of various defect sites in ZnO:Al. (a) AlZn, (b) Ali,Td, (c) Ali,Oh, (d) [Al2VZn], config.

(i), (e) [Al2VZn], config. (ii), (f) [Al2VZn], config. (iii). Oxygen sites are drawn in orange if relaxed or red if unrelaxed, zinc sites in light blue (relaxed)

or blue (unrelaxed), aluminium sites in light grey (relaxed) or grey (unrelaxed). Non-optimized sites corresponding to optimized ones are hatched,

voids are indicated by empty circles. Sites belonging to structures (a–c) are optimized up to second coordination sphere with respect to the point

defects, structures (d–f) up to first sphere (see text for details).
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which may be attributed to numerical inaccuracies. On the

other hand, if the displacement is real, we have a Jahn–Teller-

distortion into a very shallow minimum, whose symmetry-

equivalent counterparts should be thermally accessible as well,

so that C3-symmetry would be reestablished on the NMR time

scale. The structural results for AlZn hardly change, when an

additional electron is removed or added to the supercell

(see ESIw). Moreover, the AlZnO4 unit is significantly closer

to a Td symmetry than a ZnO4 unit of undoped ZnO. From

that we expect a rather small 27Al EFG, i.e. a small quadrupolar

coupling constant Cq and an Zq close to zero. Indeed, the EEIM

calculations show a Cq of �1.6 MHz and Zq = 0.004, which

explains the small line width of signal Al(IV)A in Fig. 4d. The

calculated isotropic chemical shift diso of �76.7 ppm is also in

fair agreement with the experimental data.y The results disprove
a larger distortion of AlZnO4 from Td symmetry, as was

assumed from analogy to GaZn in ZnO.26 However in contrast

to Al3+ the Ga3+ ionic radius is significantly larger. The

smaller atomic radius of Al and the significant shrinking of

the AlO4 tetrahedron suggest that the cell parameters of the

ZnO bulk shrink upon AlZn dopage. While we did not observe

significant changes in cell parameters in our XRD measure-

ments, a shrinking (along the c axis) has been reported for

AZO-films prepared by magnetron sputtering.93 It is worth

mentioning that the structural relaxation is essential to obtain

reliable NMR parameters (see Table 5).

The Ali,Td and the Ali,Oh interstitial sites. The point defects

Ali,Td and Ali,Oh have been proposed and named according to

the idealized symmetry of the voids in the anionic grid being

filled (see Table 1), however the labels Td and Oh do not refer

to the point group symmetry of the respective Al atom. Upon

relaxation of Ali,TdO4Zn4, i.e. the Al position together with its

8 nearest neighbors in a [AlZn36O36]
0 supercell, the structure is

considerably stabilized (see Table 4). Still, the shortest Al–Zn

distances (2.029 Å, 2.434 Å, 2.434 Å, 2.434 Å) are short

compared to those in ZnAl2O4, so that the defect is probably

too strained to exist in this form. The calculated NMR parameters

(see Table 5) of Cq = �19 MHz and diso = 104 ppm are not in

agreement with any of the experimentally observed signals in

Fig. 4.

Similar results are obtained for the Ali,Oh site, which – by

definition – is located in the channels of the wurtzite structure

that are visible when the structure is viewed along the crystal

c-axis (see Fig. 12c). Initially, the Al-atom was placed at the

center of an octahedron of six O atoms with an Ali,Oh–O

distance of 2.283 Å. Although the [Ali,OhZn36O36]
0 supercell is

�14.637 eV (=�1412.2 kJ mol�1) more stable than the

(unrelaxed) Ali,Td
(0) site and the relaxation of the Ali,Oh

position together with the 12 nearest neighbors mentioned

abovez gives further stabilization by �4.152 eV the structure

seems still too strained in view of Al–Zn distances of 2.468 Å

and 2.525 Å, respectively. The calculated Cq = �5.76 MHz

and diso = 93 ppm do not fit to any of the observed NMR

signals.

The combined defects [Ali,TdVZn] and [Ali,OhVZn]. Because

Ali,Td and Ali,Oh are probably non-existent due to electrostatic

repulsion, one might think of interstitial sites next to Zn

vacancies, in which the repulsion is reduced. Hence, we created

combined defects [Ali,TdVZn]
0 and [Ali,OhVZn]

0 consisting of an

Ali,Td or Ali,Oh interstitial next to a VZn defect. Both defects

turned out to be unstable and relaxed to the AlZn defect.

[Al2VZn] defects. The [Al2VZn] defect consists of two neigh-

boring AlZn sites and a VZn void all linked to a central

O-site.[26] Since the ligands of O in undoped ZnO form an

imperfect tetrahedron with C3v symmetry (the atomic distance

to the ligand aligned along the crystal c-axis is shorter), there

are three configurations in which the defect may occur (see

Fig. 11).

All three possibilities were subject to a partial structure

optimization including the central oxygen, the Al-sites and the

O-sites in the first coordination sphere around Al and the

vacancy. All results shown in this section were calculated with

a formal doping of two uncharged Al0 (or AlZn
� + 1e�). The

optimized structures are shown in Fig. 12(d–e), respectively.

Relative energies and a few structural parameters of the

[Al2VZn] defects are summarized in Table 4. The relaxed

[Al2VZn]i defect is the most stable one, the relaxed [Al2VZn]ii

and [Al2VZn]iii defects are less stable by 0.091 eV (=8.8 kJ mol�1)

and 0.279 eV (=26.9 kJ mol�1), respectively. The structural

relaxation can be understood qualitatively from an electro-

static viewpoint, if the crystal is thought to be composed of

positively charged Al and Zn atoms and negatively charged

O atoms, as well as from a bond theoretical viewpoint. The

oxygen ligands around the Al move towards the Al-sites,

Table 5 Calculated 27Al nuclear quadrupole coupling constants,
anisotropy, second order quadrupolar effects and chemical shift para-
meters for various kinds of relaxed defects, if not mentioned otherwise

Type of defect
Cq/
MHz Zq

SOQE/
MHz

diso/
ppm

Assignment
to exp. peak

AlZn relaxed �1.6a 0.00 �1.6 76.7a (IV)AlA
(AlZn unrelaxed �2.4 0.07 �2.5 58.4)
Ali,Td �19.1 0.00 �19.1 103.5 None
Ali,Oh 5.8 0.00 5.8 93.4 None
[Al2VZn] i Al1eq �4.7 0.65 �5.6 74.6 None

Al2eq �4.3 0.72 �5.2 74.8
[Al2VZn] ii Al1ax �12.1 0.89 �15.3 74.1 None

Al2eq 9.2 0.96 11.8 75.0
[Al2VZn] iii Al1eq �5.5 0.65 �6.6 74.5 None

Al2eq �5.5 0.66 �6.6 74.5

a The values are rather sensitive to the number of electrons placed in

the QC, and are calculated by averaging over values from [Zn38O39Al]
+

and [Zn38O39Al]
� clusters, whose values areCq=�2.12 and�1.11MHz

or diso = 80.0 and 73.4 ppm, respectively. This corresponds to a

formal doping with AlZn
�+1e�, where the open shell character of this

configuration is avoided, however.

y In contrast to previous EEIM calculations, this result is quite
sensitive to amount of electrons in the QC. Variations of �0.5 MHz
for Cq and +/�3.3 ppm for diso are obtained between the positively
and the negatively charged QC. A look at the electron density
difference map of the two QCs shows why that is the case: The
additional electrons are primarily located at the Zn-atoms next to
the AlO4 unit, where they have a large effect on the calculated
properties. In a larger QC or in a more balanced atomic basis set
the electrons would probably be more delocalized.

z These neighbors may be shortly termed 1st and 2nd coordination
sphere of Ali,Oh.
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because Al has a higher core charge (Al3+) and more compact

valence orbitals than Zn. The oxygen neighbors next to the

void lack an attractive force in the direction of the void, hence

they move away from it. The central oxygen atom of the

[Al2VZn] defect shown in Fig. 11 experiences both effects

simultaneously and shows therefore the largest relaxation

displacement.

The calculated NMR parameters Cq and diso of the [Al2VZn]

defects lie in the range of the experimental signal Al(IV)B . However,

as the 27Al{1H} HETCOR and C-REDOR measurements

(Fig. 7 and 8) indicate, there is hydrogen present close to

Al(IV)B , but not Al(IV)A . This rules out the assignment of Al(IV)B to

[Al2VZn] defects in ZnO bulk.

Overall discussion

The investigations in this work lead to a largely revised picture

of Al-doping into ZnO. The defects Ali,Td, Ali,Oh, [Al2VZn]

and side-phases of pure, but microcrystalline ZnAl2O4, that

were considered as potential candidates in earlier works

of nano-wires and bulk AZO, could be ruled out in our

sample by NMR measurements and quantum chemical (DFT)

calculations.

The structure of the AZO nanoparticles can be envisaged as

depicted in Fig. 13. It consists of particles with a crystalline

ZnO core approximately 8–12 nm in diameter (DLS, XRD,

TEM), which is the only crystalline phase we observed by

X-ray diffraction. The core contains a small amount of Al

doping, which we identified by 27Al NMR and DFT. It

occupies a highly ordered fourfold O-coordinated Al (Al(IV)A )

environment. The shell or side-phase contains Al and the

organic molecules. The aluminium environments such as

Al(IV)B , Al(V) and Al(VI) were identified by 27Al NMR and were

shown to contain hydrogen atoms belonging to the organic

molecules DEG and acetate (27Al{1H}-REDOR, 27Al{1H}-

PRESTO-III). From the facts that no unidentified reflexes are

observed in the XRD pattern and that the 27Al NMR signals

are relatively broad, we infer that the shell or side-phases are

highly disordered.

The different, initially synthesized nanoparticles (AZO-ap/-ox)

macroscopically behave as insulators. By 27Al-NMR we

observe only 27Al resonances typical for insulating materials,

indicating that the electrons added through Al-doping are

trapped for example in form of OH-functions and localized

at the particle surface. Thus we do not have any evidence for

the case of metallic particles in an insulating shell, which

would also possess a high-sheet resistivity.

After the reductive treatment (AZO-red) the particles show

metallic behavior both macroscopically as evidenced by the

conductivity measurements and microscopically as evidenced

by the occurrence of a Knight-shifted 27Al peak with a

Korringa-type relaxation behavior.

This interpretation is underlined by a concentration series in

which the Al doping concentration was varied. Macroscopically

the sheet resistivity has its minimum around a 1% Al/Zn ratio.

While small amounts of Al are beneficial to the electron concen-

tration in the ZnO conduction band (n-doping), the Al equili-

brium concentration under the chosen chemical conditions in

ZnO is so small that the excess of Al is consumed by insulating

side-phases and the shell as evidenced by 27Al-NMR, which

causes a tremendous increase in sheet resistivity.

Conclusion

A model of the core–shell structure of aluminium-doped zinc

oxide nanoparticles has been derived. The model has been

verified on particles synthesized using the microwave-assisted

polyol method. We have shown that a combination of different

1D 27Al, 1H, 13C and 2D 27Al{1H} solid-state NMR techni-

ques provides detailed insight into the particle structure and

allows us to explain the macroscopically observed conductivities

as a function of the particle composition. We have identified a

fourfold-coordinated Al environment as the only one being

relevant for the improved electrical conductivity. Moreover we

have found that any amount of Al above a certain threshold that

is added to the start mixture is consumed by an electrically

insulating side-phase or shell, which is counterproductive with

respect to achieving high macroscopic conductivity. We con-

clude that solid-state NMR offers excellent tools to investigate

the interior of nanoparticles, which may not only help in

guiding the synthesis of nanoscale TCOs but also nanoscale

materials in general. Beside the material aspects of this con-

tribution we have implemented a 2D correlation NMR experi-

ment based on the PRESTO-III experiment.

Fig. 13 Model of a polycrystalline AZO-red nanoparticles; within the metallic ZnO crystallites the dopant Al fills individual Zn vacancies AlZn
(i.e. Al(IV)A ); the ZnO nanoparticles are covered by non-conductive heavily disordered phases which contain four- Al(IV)B , five- Al(V) and sixfold-

coordinated Al(VI) aluminium components and diethylene glycol (DEG) and acetic acid/acetate.
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